Monkey area MT latencies to speed changes depend on attention and correlate with behavioral reaction times.
Selective visual attention is known to be associated with characteristic modulations of neuronal activity in early visual cortex, but there is only rare evidence showing that these neuronal modulations are directly related to attention-dependent behavioral improvements. Here, we describe a strong, transient increase in the response of neurons in the mediotemporal (MT) area to behaviorally relevant speed changes that is not only modulated by attention but also highly correlated with the animal's performance. In trials with fast reaction time (RT), this transient component occurs with short latency, whereas latency increases monotonically with slower RT. Importantly, RTs are related not to the firing rate modulation during sustained attentive tracking of the target prior to the speed change but to the variability of the neuronal response. Our findings suggest a direct link between attention-dependent response modulations in early visual cortex and improved behavioral performance.